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Study programme: Media Relations
Level of study: 1st, bachelor
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Coordinator: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Ján Višňovský, PhD.
List of courses:

I. year of study:
1. Theory of Media Communication (4 ECTS, winter semester)
2. Psychology of Media (3 ECTS, summer semester)
3. General Economics Theory (4 ECTS, winter semester)
4. History of Journalism (4 ECTS, winter semester)
5. Informatics (3 ECTS, winter semester)
6. English LANGUAGE I. (4 ECTS, winter semester)
7. Marketing (3 ECTS, winter semester)
8. Mass Media Informatics (3 ECTS, summer semester)
9. Marketing Communication (4 ECTS, summer semester)
10. Socio-cultural Contexts of Communication (3 ECTS, summer semester)
11. Social Responsibility of Media (4 ECTS, summer semester)
12. English language II. (4 ECTS, summer semester)
13. Effective Communication (2 ECTS, summer semester)

II. year of study:
14. Public Relations (4 ECTS, winter semester)
15. Media Relations I. (5 ECTS, winter semester)
16. Media Relations II. (5 ECTS, summer semester)
17. Media Marketing (5 ECTS, winter semester)
18. Production of Media Release I. (5 ECTS, winter semester)
19. Production of Media Release II. (4 ECTS, summer semester)
21. Creating Media Message (5 ECTS, summer semester)
22. Creative Writing I. (2 ECTS, winter semester)
23. Creative Writing II. (2 ECTS, summer semester)
24. Case Studies I. (2 ECTS, winter semester)
25. Case Studies II. (2 ECTS, summer semester)

III. year of study:
26. Media Research I. (3 ECTS, winter semester)
27. Media Research II. (3 ECTS, summer semester)
I. YEAR OF STUDY

Course: Theory of Media Communication

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Mgr. Juliána Mináriková, PhD. juliana.minarikova@ucm.sk
Course description: After the course completion, students will have the knowledge about the bases of theory of communication, media, news media and theory of media. They will also gain the competence to understand basic terms and the skill to apply individual theoretical outcomes into the solved issue. Students will acquire an overview in the meaning of terms such as media research, audience of mass media and media as social institutions.
Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Media in historical development
2. Types of media
3. Communication flow
4. Basic Theories, Basic approach
5. Perspectives of Mass Media
6. Mass communication process
7. The mass audience
8. The Mass media institution, Mass culture
9. Four Models of Communication
10. Media-Society Theory

Core texts:

Assessment: Attendance of lectures (two absences allowed during the term), for students with an Individual study plan, attendance of 59% is required.
Final assessment consists of an oral examination (a student will choose questions and will get complementary questions), whereas areas for the examination are set up from the taught subject matter. In final assessment activity of a student during the lessons is also taken into account.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Psychology of Media

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 3
Lecturer: PhDr. Oľga Škvareninová, PhD., olga.skvareninova@ucm.sk

Course description: Having completed the course successfully students should acquire deeper knowledge in psychology of media, which is necessary for their professional activities in the area of mass media, PR and marketing and for the overall development of their personalities as broadcasters. They should master psychology of a communicator, audience and issues of psychological efficiency of media functioning. They should be able to distinguish and analyze key aspects of media impact on behaviour of children, adolescents, adults, on different social and professional groups; they should be able to interpret homogenized and stereotyped media contents, to know the impact of media on creating an opinion flow and how audience perceive media content and its intermediaries. They should be able to analyze traditional topics of psychology of media, such as newscasting, mayhem, advertising, erotic, gender studies, and also new specific media genres, such as reality show, life-style TV programmes, serials and series, morning broadcasting and new (social) media. They should be also able to distinguish between socially acceptable and non-acceptable media impact on the society.

Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)

Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Psychology of media and its content. Interaction between psychology and media. Research methods of psychology of media.
2. Practical aspects of psychology of media. Psychology of recipients. Personality of broadcaster (journalist, editor, anchorperson, commentator) in terms of psychology of media.
3. Information in media. Information sources. Manipulation techniques in mass media in terms of psychology of media.
5. Pro-social impact of media. Pro-social behaviour. Pro-social TV and radio programmes, print genres.
7. Presentation of social groups in media. Stereotypes at presentation of social groups in Slovakia and abroad.
11. Psychology of media perception. Mental models of media messages.
12. Impacts and effects of media on the psyche of recipients. Factors influencing media effects.

A component part of lectures is an educational excursion into an audio visual medium.

Core texts:

Assessment: Every week students will attend interactive lectures, in which they are allowed to participate; during the exam period they will pass a final written examination. Students who will get less than 19 points out of a 39-point-written exam will be classified with FX. Besides the results of a written examination, the total assessment also includes an active participation in lectures and extracurricular activities (each activity max. 1 point depending on the quality, creativity, appropriateness and efficiency of applied communication and presentation techniques).
To complete the course successfully, regular attendance of lectures is required, max. two absences are allowed (i.e. max. four lessons). In case of an individual study plan at least 50% attendance of lectures i.e. required (Study regulations of UCM, § 13).

Final assessment scale
100 % - 94% = A, 93% - 87% = B, 86% - 80% = C, 79% - 73% = D, 72% - 66% = E, 65% - 0 % = FX.

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: General Economic Theory

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Ing. Tomáš Fašiang, PhD., tomas.fasiang@ucm.sk
Course description: The aim of the course for the students is to widen the basic knowledge in the field of economic theory and economic practice. Increased attention is paid to a more exact definition of basic terms and categories of economic science, market and market mechanism, market of production factors, monetary market, selected aggregate quantities in macro-economic theory as well as mastering the issue of economic policy, international economic cooperation and entrepreneurship in conditions of Slovakia.

Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:
1. Content and methodology of economic theory
2. Development to economic thinking
3. Basic terms of economic organization
4. Formation of market and market mechanism
5. Market of production factors
6. Aggregate quantities in macro-economic practice
7. Measurement of economic efficiency
8. Economic policy of state
9. Money and monetary market
10. International economic integration
11. Entrepreneurship and its forms

Core texts:

**Assessment:**
- continuous assessment: elaboration of a practical assignment (30 points)
- final assessment: written examination (70 points)

Points obtained from continuous assessment will be counted to the points obtained from written examination. To successfully complete the course, students have to get 50% from written examination and in total count at least 60% including continuous assessment.

**Final assessment scale:**
- 100%-93%=A; 92%-85%=B; 84%-76%=C; 75%-68%=D; 67%-60%=E; less than 60%=FX.

Successful completion of the course is also conditioned by regular attendance of lectures, max. 3 absences are allowed (i.e. 6 lessons). In case of an individual study plan, attendance of at least 50% is necessary (See Study regulations UCM, § 13). Besides the above mentioned conditions, students with individual study plans have to submit a seminar work on a set topic at the end of the term. In case of not attending more than half of lectures, it is not possible to complete the course.

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: History of Journalism

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: doc. PhDr. Ján Višňovský, PhD. visnovsky.jv@gmail.com
Course description: The aim of the course is to provide the history of journalism (and newspapers as their products) in the world from the ancient times until present times, whereas the core of the course lies in its development in Great Britain and the USA, mainly from in the last third of the 19th century, when the new structure of newspaper industry started to be built. The knowledge of the subject should lead to the knowledge of sources of newspaper experience and therefore it is an inevitable part of general education of a broadcaster. It belongs to outcome courses of study of newspaper theory and practice. It is built on appropriate notions from the general history.
Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:
1. Social, technical and economic assumptions of newspapers’ origin.
2. Their predecessors (newsletters).
3. Origin of first newspaper at the beginning of the 17th century.
4. Characteristic features of newspapers before civil revolutions and after them.
7. Areopagitica of John Milton as the most famous defence of freedom of the press in its whole history.
11. Attempts to limit monopolization and conglomerations in newspaper business.
Core texts:

Assessment:
1. Required attendance of lectures (max. 2 absences are allowed, thus 4 lessons). In case of an individual study plan, 60% attendance of lectures is necessary (See Study regulations of UCM, § 13). In case of not attending more than half of lectures, it is not possible to complete the course.
2. Submitting of seminar works until the end of November, however it is not obligatory. Each student whose work is accepted by the lecturer will get better points in the final evaluation than their results in the test. Exceptionally, thus if the work is better than „A“, the lecturer may award this grade without the final test. Seminar work can be written in Slovak (max. range of 10 normalized pages) or in English (at least 6 pages).
3. Successfully passed final test.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Informatics

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 3
Lecturers: Ing. Andrej Trnka, PhD., andrej.trnka@ucm.sk, Ing. Róbert Halenár, PhD. robert.halenar@ucm.sk

Course description: The course Informatics is focused on acquisition of basic skills with digital adjustment of a computer picture. The students get gradually acquainted with basic production and adjustment of bitmap graphics in the programme Adobe Photoshop. The result is knowledge usable at adjustment of digital pictures and production of collages. Students can use obtained skills as a basis for advanced work in graphic environment.

Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:
1. Adobe Photoshop
2. Adobe Bridge – basic functions
3. Basic adjustment of photographs
4. Basic work with choices
5. Basic work with layers
6. Correction of photographs
7. Masks
8. Channels
9. Text
10. Vector drawing
11. Advanced work with layers
12. Summary of knowledge

Core texts:
Photoshop CC tutorials from novice to expert
https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/tutorials.html

**Assessment:** - continuous assessment: active participation in seminars, elaboration of an assignment
- final assessment: practical test of knowledge
In order to successfully complete the course, a student has to get at least 60% points from the practical test of knowledge.
Total assessment of students’ results
100 % - 94% points = A, 93% - 87% points = B, 86% - 80% points = C, 79% - 73% points = D, 72% - 66% points = E, 65% - 0 % points = FX

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: English Language I.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: PaedDr. Eva Habiňáková, PhD. eva.habinakova@ucm.sk

Course description: The aim of the course is active improvement of all four linguistic skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking) and linguistic competences. Students will systematically work with the textbook Face2Face Advanced, which is currently one of the most widely used textbooks in teaching English as a foreign language. The structure of curriculum follows the fields of morphology, syntax, lexicology and phonetics and it will guarantee continual development of the above mentioned skills. After completing the course, students will be able to express themselves on the topics done during the given term, whereas they will constantly acquire new vocabulary. During the English language lessons, the lecturer also works with complementary materials – texts with specialized vocabulary. The emphasis is put on communicative approach.

Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Introduction, overview and repetition of grammar tenses in English
2. Topic: How to make a good impression, vocabulary, colloquial expressions
3. Topic: extraordinary people, extraordinary places, vocabulary, adjectives
4. Grammar exercises, work with workbook, listening exercises
5. Topic: How to be self-confident, Healthy life-style, polite phrases in English
7. Topic: Society and media, cities and technologies
8. Topic: Sensations in the press, persuasive techniques in communication
9. Topic: World of popular personalities and popularity, creating words with prefixes
10. Grammar – subordinate relative clauses, adverbs
11. Topic: Young and successful, verb patterns, vocabulary, reading with comprehension. Final revising, discussions on selected topics.
Core texts:

Assessment: The course English language I is completed by continuous assessment based on a written test (min. 60% successfulness) at the end of winter term and by active participation in lessons (max. 2 excused absences). To successfully complete the course, students have to obtain at least 60% of points (totally 60 points from 100 points). Final assessment scale 100 – 93 =A; 92 - 85 =B; 84 – 76 =C; 75 – 68 =D; 67 - 60 =E; 59 and less = FX. Successful completion of the course is also conditioned by regular attendance of lessons, max. two absences are allowed (i.e. 4 lessons). In case of individual study plan, lectures attendance of at least 50% is necessary (See Study regulations of UCM, § 13). A student with the individual study plan has to – besides the above mentioned conditions for completing the course – submit extra seminar work on a set topic at the end of the term. In case of not attending more than half of lessons, it is not possible to complete the course.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Marketing

**University**: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava  
**Faculty**: Faculty of Mass Media Communication  
**Course code**: -  
**Course type**: compulsory/optional  
**Study degree**: I. bachelor  
**Year of study**: 1st  
**Semester of study (taught in)**: recommended in 1st term of full-time study, winter semester  
**ECTS credits**: 3  
**Lecturer**: doc. PhDr. Ľudmila Čábyová, PhD., ludmila.cabyova@gmail.com  

**Course description**: The aim of the course is to get students acquainted with the issue of marketing. Emphasis is put on practical approach to the course, thus introduction of individual topics by means of case studies. The theory is thus explained using topical issues from the practice. During seminars the emphasis is put on understanding the issue by students by means of their own work with examples from the practice. The aim is to provide students with theoretical notions necessary to identify marketing factors and tools. Furthermore, the aim is to widen their notions from marketing in such a way as to be able to unit theory with the problems from practice and to point out practical approaches to marketing.  

**Load of course**: attendance method (full-time study)  
**Type and method of education**: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)  
**Prerequisites**: none  

**Course syllabus**:  
1. Basic terms and definitions – marketing, need, desire, demand, product, exchange, transaction, market  
2. Marketing management – concepts and functions  
3. Marketing environment – micro and macro environments  
4. Marketing information system – characteristics, structure  
5. Marketing process – segmentation, targeting, positioning  
6. Marketing mix – 4 Ps and 4 Cs  
7. Marketing communication – tools of marketing communication  
8. Branding – brand, brand values, branding, rebranding  

CRM – customer relationships management
Core texts:

Assessment:
- continuous assessment: presentation 30 %
- final assessment: oral examination 50 %
- attendance: 10 %
- activities: 10 %

Final assessment scale
100 – 95 = A; 94 - 87 = B; 86 – 77 = C; 76 – 68 = D; 67 - 60 = E; 59 and less = FX.

Successful completion of the course is also conditioned by regular attendance of lessons; students must attend at least half of taught lessons. In case of an individual study plan, lectures attendance of at least 50 % is necessary (See Study regulations of UCM, § 13). Furthermore, students have to get at least two points for activities in order to be admitted to the oral examination.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Mass Media Informatics

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 3
Lecturers: Ing. Róbert Halenár, PhD. robert.halenar@ucm.sk, Ing. Andrej Trnka, PhD. andrej.trnka@ucm.sk

Course description: The course Mass media informatics follows the course Informatics and it is focused on acquiring advanced skills with digital adjustment of a computer picture. Students gradually get acquainted with the work with layers, masks and channels. All these skills are used to create a complex media content (cover of a magazine, postcard...).

Load of course: attendance method (full-time study)

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)

Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Basic work with layers
2. Correction of photographs
3. Masks
4. Selection by means of a mask
5. Channels
6. Selection by means of a channel
7. Text
8. Production of media content
9. Vector drawing
10. Advanced work with layers
Production of multiple-layer collages

Core texts:
Photoshop CC tutorials from novice to expert  
https://helpx.adobe.com/photoshop/tutorials.html

**Assessment:**
- continuous assessment: active participation in seminars, elaboration of an assignment  
- final assessment: practical test of knowledge  
To complete the course successfully, students have to get at least 60% of points from the practical test.

Final assessment scale:
- 100 % - 94% of points = A, 93% - 87% of points = B, 86% - 80% of points = C, 79% - 73% of points = D, 72% - 66% of points = E, 65% - 0 % of points = FX

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: Marketing Communication

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Mgr. Peter Krajčovič, PhD., peter.krajcovic@ucm.sk
Course description: After the course completion the student has knowledge about the basic tools of marketing communication and is able to use them practically.
Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

1. Basis and process of marketing communication. Communication mix.
2. Effective communication. Principles, division, tools.
3. Defining target groups of marketing communication.
5. Sales promotion. Goals and tools.
6. Case study Real California Cheese. Application of integrated marketing communication.
8. PR – goals and tools.
11. Direct marketing – goals and tools.
Joint discussion on sponsorship as a tool of marketing communication

Core texts:
Assessment:
During their study the students work on a topic – a case study focused on selected aspects of integrated marketing communication. They pass a final written examination during the exam period. Students can get 100 points for the above mentioned case study (i.e. 20%) and 100 points for written examination (i.e. 80%).
Besides the results of a case study and written examination the lecturer can take into consideration also the active participation (discussion on relevant topics) in the course.
Final assessment scale
100% - 92% = A, 91,9% - 83% = B, 82,9% - 74% = C, 73,9% - 65% = D, 64,9% - 56% = E, 55,9% - 0% = FX

Language of delivery: English
Course: Socio-cultural Contexts of Communication

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: PhDr. Oľga Škvareninová, PhD. olga.skvareninova@ucm.sk

Course description: Having completed the course successfully a student should acquire deeper knowledge and skills in communication run in various socio-cultural contexts which are necessary for his professional activities in the area of mass media, PR and marketing and for the overall development of his personality as a media employee. He has the knowledge of social categories, functions and basic division of culture, socio-cultural traditions and values. He should be aware of the motives causing people living in various social contexts and cultures think and communicate differently. He should acquire the socio-cultural awareness of members of various social groups and countries he will meet professionally. He should be able to communicate professionally with various types of partners, in various communicative situations and in various countries and cultures.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

2. Culture. Functions of culture. Basic division of culture.
5. Communication partner in various socio-cultural contexts of communication.
6. Intercultural communication competence. Western and Eastern cultures and communication.
7. Socio-cultural contexts of communication of high contact – based on the examples of verbal and nonverbal communication of people (inhabitants), PR managers and media workers in selected European countries.
8. Socio-cultural context of communication of low contact - based on the examples of verbal and nonverbal communication of people (inhabitants), PR managers and media workers in selected European countries.
9. Socio-cultural contexts of information oriented communication – based on the examples of verbal and nonverbal communication of people (inhabitants), PR managers and media workers in selected Asian countries.
10. Socio-cultural contexts of socially oriented communication - based on the examples of verbal and nonverbal communication of people (inhabitants), PR managers and media workers in selected Asian countries.
11. Modification of communication and its socio-cultural contexts in the era of Internet and mobile telephones. Intercultural adaptation.
12. Socio-cultural contexts of on-line and „face-to-face“ communication.

Core texts:

Assessment:
Students will attend interactive lectures every week. They have the possibility to interact. They have to pass a written examination during the exam period. Students who get less than 20 points out of a 40-point-written exam will be classified with FX. Besides the results of a written examination, the total assessment includes also the active participation in lectures and extracurricular activities (each activity max. 1 point depending on the quality, creativity, appropriateness and efficiency of applied communication and presentation techniques).
To complete the course successfully a regular attendance of lectures is required, max. 2 absences are allowed (i.e. max. 4 lessons). In case of an individual study plan at least 50% attendance in lectures is required (Študijný poriadok UCM, § 13).
Final assessment scale
100 % - 94% = A, 93% - 87%= B, 86% - 80% = C, 79% - 73% D, 72% - 66% = E, 65% - 0 % = FX

Language of delivery: English
Course: Social Responsibility of Media

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Mgr. Juliána Mináriková, PhD. juliana.minarikova@ucm.sk

Course description: After the course completion a student has knowledge about the basic outcomes of social responsibility of media and is able to apply the acquired information in practice. The course is theoretical and it emphasizes the position of an individual in production, broadcasting and receiving of media contents with regard to specific forms, means of expression in communication and effects. The course stresses the importance of social responsibility of media in current media system.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)

Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:

1. Introduction
2. Basic theoretical outcomes and concepts
3. Consumer culture/mass culture
4. Audience
5. Effects
6. Normative theories of media
7. Social responsibility of media
8. Tool of regulation

Core texts:

Assessment:
Participation in lectures (max. 2 absences during the term are allowed), 50% participation is required of students with individual study plan. The final assessment consists of an oral examination (student draws a question and is given complementary questions). Questions refer to the curriculum taught during the term. The final assessment includes also student’s activity during lectures.

Language of delivery: English
Course: English Language II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 1st
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 2nd term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: PaedDr. Eva Habiňáková, PhD. eva.habinakova@ucm.sk

Course description: The goal of the course is to actively improve all four language skills (reading, writing, speaking and listening) and linguistic competencies. Students work systematically with Face2Face Advanced course book, which is nowadays one of the most frequently used course books in foreign language teaching. During summer term students continue in language learning and broaden the topics from winter term. The material taught includes morphology, syntax, lexicology and phonetics and as such it guarantees a continuous development of all language skills. Students are able to communicate on selected topics, they acquire new vocabulary. Complementary material in teaching English as foreign language are also used – texts with professional vocabulary, workbooks, etc. Lessons are designed with the emphasis on communicative approach.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Introduction, topics overview, revision from winter term.
2. Topic: Self-confidence, adjectives describing character, introductory it.
6. Topic: Science and technology. Discoveries that changed the worlds.
7. Practice: listening and reading comprehension.
8. Work with complementary materials, discussion, and new vocabulary.
10. Conversation strategies, pair and group work.
11. Language in advertising, persuading, terminology.
Role plays, discussions, final revision.

Core texts:

Assessment:
The course English language II is in summer term completed by a continuous assessment based on a written test (min. 60% success rate) and active participation in the course (max. 2 absences are allowed) To complete the course successfully a student has to achieve at least 60% in total.

Final assessment: 100 – 93 = A; 92 - 85 = B; 84 – 76 = C; 75 – 68 = D; 67 - 60 = E; 59 and less = FX.
A successful course completion is conditioned also by regular course attendance, max. 2 absences are tolerated (i.e. max. 4 lessons). In case of an individual study plan at least 50% attendance of lectures is required (see Študijný poriadok UCM, § 13). Besides the above mentioned, a student with individual study plan has to submit a seminary work on a given topic by the end of a term. Student will not be allowed to complete the course in case he does not keep the limit of 50% attendance.

Language of delivery: English
II. year of study

Course: Public Relations

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: 1. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Mgr. Dáša Mendelová, PhD. dasa.mendelova@ucm.sk

Course description: During lectures a student is provided with deeper knowledge of public relations with the emphasis on combination of theory and practice, presentation of specific case studies in the area of PR and mainly the ability to perform practically the positions of PR and public affairs manager in various branches of national economy.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:

1. Introduction
2. Communication and its role in PR
3. Ethics and Law
4. Work with suppliers
5. Work with publishers
6. Crisis communication
7. Work with media
8. Planning and programming
9. Communication assessment
10. Summary

Core texts:


**Assessment:**
- continuous assessment: active participation in lectures

**Final assessment:**
To complete the course successfully a regular attendance at lectures is required, max. 3 absences are tolerated (i.e. max. 6 lessons). In case of individual study plan at least 50% attendance at lectures is required (See Študijný poriadok UCM, § 13).  
100 % - 94% = A, 93% - 87% = B, 86% - 80% = C, 79% - 73% = D, 72% - 66% = E, 65% - 0 % = FX

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: Media Relations I.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: Mgr. Dáša Mendelová, PhD. dasa.mendelova@ucm.sk

Course description: The goal of the course is to acquire competencies in the area of media relations – mainly to present a list of effective options how to develop relations with journalists and other subjects on media market with regard to ethical principles among employees of media agencies, PR agencies and journalists.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

1. Introduction
2. Public Relations
3. Media Relations
4. Creating Media Message
5. Case Studies

Core texts:
PETRANOVÁ, D. – ČÁBYOVÁ, Ľ. (2011): Media Relations 2, FMK UCM, Trnava

Assessment:
- continuous assessment: active participation in lectures

Final assessment:
Too complete the course successfully a regular attendance at lectures is required, max. 3 absences are tolerated (i.e. max. 6 lessons). In case of individual study plan at least 50% attendance at lectures is required (See Študijný poriadok UCM, § 13).
100 % - 94% = A, 93% - 87% = B, 86% - 80% = C, 79% - 73% = D, 72% - 66% = E, 65% - 0 % = FX

Language of delivery: English
Course: Media Marketing

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: Mgr. Peter Krajčovič, PhD. peter.krajcovic@gmail.com

Course description: Having completed the course a student has information about the basic terms connected to marketing communication and marketing communication in media area. The emphasis is put both on theoretical and practical aspects of teaching.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none

Course syllabus:
1. Theoretical basis of media marketing.
4. Sales promotion in media marketing. Sales promotion focused on advertisers. Sales promotion focused on readers, viewers and listeners. Cross-promotion. New forms of sales promotions. Public relations and direct marketing, personal sale in media marketing. External and internal PR. Basic tools of communication with media.
6. Media strategy in media marketing. Basic phases of media plan.

Core texts:
PETRANOVÁ, D. – ČÁBYOVÁ, Ľ. (2011): Media Relations 2, FMK UCM, Trnava

Assessment:
Attendance at lectures (2 absences allowed during a term), students with individual study plan are required to keep 50 % attendance. More than 2 absences result in worsened assessment. Presentation of seminary work in PPT form on topics listed in the schedule, written examination in winter exam period - min. 60%.

Final assessment:
100 % - 95% = A, 94% - 88% = B, 87% - 81% = C, 80% - 75% = D, 74% - 60% = E, 59% - 0% = FX.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Production of Media Release I.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: prof. PhDr. Nataliya Panasenko, DrSc., cindy777@mail.ru

Course description: Having completed the course a student has information about the basic terms connected to marketing communication and marketing communication in media area. The emphasis is put both on theoretical and practical aspects of teaching.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

- The notion of style and its types.
- Classification of styles.
- Trichotomic and dichotomic classification of journalistic genres.
- Vocabulary, syntax and composition of different genre groups.
Basic features of news, analytical and bélles-léttres genres.

Core texts:


Assessment:
Attendance at lectures (2 absences allowed during a term), students with individual study plan are required to keep 50 % attendance. More than 2 absences result in worsened assessment. Presentation of seminary work in PPT form on topics listed in the schedule, written examination in winter exam period - min. 60%.
Final assessment:
100 % - 95% = A, 94% - 88% = B, 87% - 81%= C, 80% - 75%=D, 74% - 60%= E,
59% - 0 %= FX.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Media Relations II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code:  -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: Mgr. Dáša Mendelová, PhD. dasa.mendelova@ucm.sk

Course description: Regarding the competencies and skills which students should acquire in the course media relations II, the content relies to the course media relations I – students practically apply the acquired knowledge in model situations with the use of information and current processes in a society.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

1. Principles of the development of journalistic profession and activities of journalists
2. Conditions of journalistic production
3. Organizing journalistic events
4. Topics selection (case studies)
5. Monitoring of media and media analysis
6. Crisis communication
Ethics of media relations

Core texts:

Assessment:
Attendance Policy:
Attendance at lectures is compulsory - only 2 absences are possible; with individual study programme students maximum of 50% absences may be excused. Final Assessment takes place in the form of oral examination. The content of the examination is aimed at study materials and core texts taught during the term. Final assessment reflects students’ active participation in the course.

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: Creating Media Message

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code:
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: PhDr. Oľga Škvareninová, PhD. olga.skvareninova@ucm.sk

Course description: On successful completion of the course, students should acquire knowledge of journalism and reporting as of a social and media phenomenon, and knowledge of message production in print, audiovisual and electronic media. They should be familiar with the news typology, with the basic composition proceedings in message creation; with news values analyses, gatekeeping and agenda setting. They should be able to analyse various types of messages, their objectivity, and be able to evaluate the level of subjectivity in media presentation and stylistics of news. They should know the ethics of citing and introducing sources in news production. They should possess such a level of knowledge of creating media messages that will enable them to work as professionals in mass media, PR, marketing, or to use them to develop their own skills and abilities as media workers. To provide public with a professional service is not the only requirement a news worker nowadays is obliged to fulfil. And thus, acquiring and deepening the knowledge of the codified Slovak language is an inevitable part of the educational process.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

7. Specifics of news on the Internet. Creation of online news.
11. Language standards of news. Slovak language test aimed at news production and media message creation.

Short testing in Slovak language is a part of each lesson and is closely linked to developing language level connected with media message creation. (Not only information but also language standards are needed.)
Field trip to print media is a part of the educational process.

Core texts:


Assessment:
Students attend interactive lectures; at the end of a term they are obliged to pass a written test in Slovak language orthography aimed at media message creation and afterwards, they are required to pass a final written test in English language. To pass an exam, students shall reach at least 19 points out of the total 38 in both written tests. Students reaching less than 19 points in one or both tests are awarded with the grade FX, i.e. to pass the exam every student shall achieve at least 50% of both tests. Besides the tests’ assessments, the final assessment of the course includes active participation in the course and extra-curricular activities (each activity max .1 point depending on quality, creativity, adequacy and effectiveness of the communication and presentation techniques employed).
Passing the exam is also conditioned by regular attendance of the course, max. 2 absences may be excused, i.e. 4 lessons. With individual study programme students maximum of 50 % absences are excused.
Grading scale:
100 % - 94% = A, 93 % - 87%= B, 86% - 80% = C, 79% - 73%= D, 72% - 66%= E, 59% - 0 %= FX

Language of delivery: English
Course: Creative Writing I.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 2
Lecturer: prof. PhDr. Nataliya Panasenko, DrSc., cindy777@mail.ru

Course description: On completion of the course students are able to create journalistic messages in a given genre (news, political reports and debates) with respect to their specifics concerning their contents and genre. They are able to proceed particular blocks according to the requirements laid down on quality news, political reports and debates production (objectivity, factualness, topical relevance).

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:
- Newspaper style in periodical press (newspaper and magazine writing).
- News genres, focusing on providing objective information.
- Genres of newspaper style proper, etc.

Core texts:

Assessment:
80% attendance at lectures
Seminar paper presentation
Written paper on a given topic (advertisement, communiqué, newspaper article, etc.).

Language of delivery: English
Course: Creative Writing II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code:
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: III. bachelor
Year of study: 3rd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 2
Lecturer: prof. PhDr. Nataliya Panasenko, DrSc., cindy777@mail.ru

Course description: Within the course the students will train their writing skills and master the creation of various media messages in the context of media production. After completing the course, the students will be able to produce an extensive literary work, a full essay; to process a dramatic conflict, to apply a dramaturgical process with all the attributes.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

- The stylistics
- Writing a short story
- Creation of dialogues
- Creation of characters
- Screenwriting

Core texts:

Assessment:
80% attendance in the seminars
Elaborating a seminar work on a given topic
Presentation of the work

Language of delivery: English
Course: Production of Media Release I.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester
ECTS credits: 5
Lecturer: prof. PhDr. Nataliya Panasenko, DrSc., cindy777@mail.ru

Course description: Having completed the course a student has information about basic terms connected to journalist genres/messages. Students acquire the knowledge and ability to distinguish individual messages. They are able to decode the journalistic style of creating messages, individual journalistic genres.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

- The notion of style and its types.
- Classification of styles.
- Trichotomic and dichotomic classification of journalistic genres.
- Vocabulary, syntax and composition of different genre groups.
- Basic features of news, analytical and bélles-léttres genres.

Core texts:


Assessment:

80% attendance at lectures
Presentation of seminary work
Elaboration and presentation of verbal part of assigned work (interview, reportage, radio commentary, etc.)

Language of delivery: English
Course: Production of Media Release II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: prof. PhDr. Nataliya Panasenko, DrSc., cindy777@mail.ru

Course description: On completion of the course students are able to create journalistic messages in a given genre (news, political reports and debates) with respect to their specifics concerning their contents and genre. They are able to proceed particular blocks according to the requirements laid down on quality news, political reports and debates production (objectivity, factualness, topical relevance)

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

- Newspaper style in periodical press (newspaper and magazine writing).
- News genres, focusing on providing objective information.
- Genres of newspaper style proper, etc.

Core texts:


Assessment:
80% attendance at lectures
Seminar paper presentation
Written paper on a given topic (advertisement, communiqué, newspaper article, etc.).

Language of delivery: English
Course: Electronic Media – System of Operations

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 4
Lecturer: Mgr. Juliána Mináriková, PhD. juliana.minarikova@ucm.sk

Course description: On completion of the course, students gain a complex insight into a system of work in electronic media in contemporary media system of the Slovak Republic. During the term students acquire knowledge on particular part of the media system, on the role of media, working practices in electronic media and on the checking /control mechanisms in electronic media.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

1 Introduction to study.
2 Basic theoretical outcomes and concepts
3 Media system and its elements
4 Types of electronic media - their characteristics and specific features.
5 Broadcasting and retransmission; Digitalisation
6 Creative journalistic process
7 Contemporary situation in electronic media in the Slovak Republic
8 Regulation in broadcasting
9 Future development and its trends

Core texts:
Assessment:
Attendance Policy:
Attendance at lectures is compulsory - only 2 absences are possible; with individual study programme students maximum of 50 % absences may be excused.
Final Assessment takes place in the form of oral examination. The content of the examination is aimed at study materials and core texts taught during the term. Final assessment reflects students’ active participation in the course.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Case Studies I.

**University:** University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava  
**Faculty:** Faculty of Mass Media Communication  
**Course code:** -  
**Course type:** compulsory/optional  
**Study degree:** I. bachelor  
**Year of study:** 2nd  
**Semester of study (taught in):** recommended in 3rd term of full-time study, winter semester  
**ECTS credits:** 2  
**Lecturer:** Mgr. Martin Slivka, PhD., martin.slivka@ucm.sk

**Course description:** The aim of this course is to put theory from other courses to practice through case studies and to show how theory is implemented with different approaches. The students will expand their knowledge about different subjects so that they are able to connect theory with the problems from the current praxis. The case studies focus on marketing and journalistic topics.

**Type and method of education:** 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)  
**Prerequisites:** none  
**Course syllabus:**

Case studies cover the following areas:  
1. Economy and marketing  
2. Journalism  
3. Media relations  
4. Public relations  
5. Media marketing  
6. Product  
7. Price  
8. Marketing communication  
9. International marketing  
10. Marketing research  
Segmentation

**Core texts:**


Assessment:
- interim evaluation: presentation 30 %
- final evaluation: oral exam 50 %
- attendance: 10 %
- active participation: 10 %

Final assessment 100 – 95 = A; 94 - 87 = B; 86 – 77 = C; 76 – 68 = D; 67 - 60 = E; 59 and less = FX.

Successful completion of the course is determined by regular attendance, while the students must attend at least one half of taught lessons. The students who requested an individual study plan must attend at least 50% of lectures (see Study Regulations of UCM, section 13). The students must also obtain at least two points for activities to be admitted to take an oral exam.

Language of delivery: English
Course: Case Studies II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 2nd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 4th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 2
Lecturer: Mgr. Martin Slivka, PhD., martin.slivka@ucm.sk

Course description: Goal of the course is to apply theory from other subjects to practice, by means of case studies and point out various ways of theory implementation into practice. The students expand knowledge from various areas in a way of being able to connect it with theory and current problems from practice. Case studies focus on marketing and journalistic topics.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:
Case studies from these areas as follows:
1. Marketing information system
2. Distribution strategy
3. CRM
4. PR crisis
5. Branding
6. Rebranding
7. Customer behaviour
8. Foreign market entry

Core texts:

Assessment:
- passing through evaluation: presentation 30 %
- final evaluation: oral exam 50 %
- attendance: 10 %
- activities: 10 %

Final assessment: 100 – 95 = A; 94 - 87 = B; 86 – 77 = C; 76 – 68 = D; 67 - 60 = E; 59 and less = FX.
Successful passing of the subject is conditioned by regular attendance of lessons. The student must attend at least 50% of the lessons taught. As it comes to individual study plan, 50% lecture attendance is required (See Study regulations of UCM, § 13). The student must get at least two points for activities due to be admitted to the oral exam.

Language of delivery: English
III. **year of study**

**Course: Media Research I.**

**University:** University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava  
**Faculty:** Faculty of Mass Media Communication  
**Course code:**  
**Course type:** compulsory/optional  
**Study degree:** 1. bachelor  
**Year of study:** 3rd  
**Semester of study (taught in):** recommended in 5th term of full-time study, winter semester  
**ECTS credits:** 3  
**Lecturer:** doc. Mgr. Norbert Vrabec, PhD., norbert.vrabec@ucm.sk

**Course description:** The aim of the course is to acquire knowledge on theoretical as well as practical aspects of media research that can be applied by implementation of the empirical research in social sciences. The main areas of interest are various types of research strategies applied in research done into media organisations, media environment, media contents, and public and media professionals.

**Type and method of education:** 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)  
**Prerequisites:** none

**Course syllabus:**

**Introduction into methodology of science**  

**Research process and its phases**  

**Media research**
Basic types of media research. Research importance for media and advertising. Characteristics on basis of selected paradigm. Different approaches to media research. Academic and commercial research. Frame analysis of media research. Analysis of respondents in media research. Analyses of media products. Analysis of media communication channels and technologies of transmission. Interdisciplinary approach to media research. Participation of sociology, psychology, economy, political science, legal science, linguistics, history and other scientific disciplines in mass communication research.

Core texts:

Assessment:
Condition on passing the course and assessment of student’s results are included in “Study regulation of the University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava. “ They are as follows:
- Written examination in the form of a written final seminar paper worked out according to the instructions of the lecturer and submitted at the deadlines set by the lecturer;
- 4 written seminar paper worked out according to the instructions of the lecturer and submitted at the deadlines set by the lecturer.

To complete the course students must submit the seminar papers and the final seminar paper. The papers are assessed within the grading scale from A to E. Submitted papers account for 50% of the total assessment, another 50% can be gained by active participation in the course. Students must submit the seminar paper also in case of their absence at the particular seminar or lecture. Final grading scale (in percentages): 100-93 = A; 92-85 = B; 84-76 = C; 75-68 = D; 67-60 = E; 59 and less = Fx.

The regular attendance at the course is another prerequisite to complete the course, maximum 2 absences can be excused (i.e. max. 4 lessons). With the individual study
programme students it is inevitable to attend at least 50% of the lectures (see Study regulations UCM, § 13). Individual study programme students must submit -besides the above-mentioned conditions on completion of the course- also an extra seminar paper on a given topic at the end of the term. More than 50% of absences cannot be excused and the course cannot be completed.

**Language of delivery:** English
Course: Media Research II.

University: University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava
Faculty: Faculty of Mass Media Communication
Course code: -
Course type: compulsory/optional
Study degree: I. bachelor
Year of study: 3rd
Semester of study (taught in): recommended in 6th term of full-time study, summer semester
ECTS credits: 3
Lecturer: doc. Mgr. Norbert Vrabec, PhD., norbert.vrabec@ucm.sk

Course description: Students acquire key competences concerning the implementation of qualitative and quantitative media research, and gain knowledge and skills necessary to develop own research projects and their implementation.

Type and method of education: 2 lectures a week, attendance method (full-time study)
Prerequisites: none
Course syllabus:

Methods of qualitative media research

Research into media systems and media organisations
Analysis of media systems and policies on national, international and global level. Comparison of national frameworks of media. Types of media regulation, level of state intervention. Research into economic and financial aspects of media functioning. Hierarchies and organisational structures of media organisations. Structures of various types of media organisations. Research into working procedures and routines in work of media. Employment of ethnographic methods in media organisation research.

Research into topical agenda and media objectivity
Research into work of communicator
Research into journalistic professions and demands on media workers. Research into impacts of socio-demographic characteristics, system of values, political beliefs and political opinions on the work of media professionals. Research into journalist’s autonomy within a media organisation and media system. Communicator’s relations to topical agenda of media. Research into structure of media contents, of press contents and into programme structure of radio and television broadcasting.

Audience research

Core texts:

Assessment:
Condition on passing the course and assessment of student’s results are included in the "Study regulations of the University of SS. Cyril and Methodius in Trnava."
They are as follows:
- Written examination in the form of a written final seminar paper worked out according to the instructions of the lecturer and submitted at the deadlines set by the lecturer;
- 4 written seminar paper worked out according to the instructions of the lecturer and submitted at the deadlines set by the lecturer

To complete the course students is obliged to submit the seminar papers and the final seminar paper. The papers are assessed within the grading scale from A to E.
Submitted papers account for 50% of the total assessment, another 50% may be gained by active participation in the course. Students are required to submit the seminar paper also in case of their absence at the particular seminar or lecture.

**Final grading scale (in percentages):**

- 100-93 = A;
- 92-85 = B;
- 84-76 = C;
- 75-68 = D;
- 67-60 = E;
- 59 and less = Fx.

The regular attendance at the course is another prerequisite to complete the course, maximum 2 absences can be excused (i.e. max. 4 lessons). With the individual study programme students it is inevitable to attend at least 50% of the lectures (see Study regulations UCM, § 13). Individual study programme students are obliged to submit - besides the above-mentioned conditions on completion of the course- also an extra seminar paper on a given topic at the end of the term. More than 50% of absences cannot be excused and the course cannot be completed.

**Language of delivery:** English